Visual experience and plasticity of the visual cortex: a role for epigenetic mechanisms
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1. ABSTRACT

Plasticity of cortical circuits is maximal during critical periods of postnatal development. Ocular dominance plasticity is a classical model to understand the role of experience in development of the visual cortex. Recent studies are beginning to unravel the synaptic mechanisms underlying this form of plasticity and to elucidate the different plasticity of juvenile and adult animals at mechanistic and molecular level. These investigations indicate that this form of plasticity is regulated by factors located at extracellular and intracellular level. The molecular composition of the extracellular environment in which synaptic plasticity occurs changes during development becoming less permissive for plasticity. In addition, visual experience activates epigenetic mechanisms of regulation of gene transcription that becomes downregulated in adult animals.

2. OCULAR DOMINANCE PLASTICITY

Neocortical circuits are extremely sensitive to manipulations of the sensory environment during restricted temporal windows of postnatal development called critical periods (CPs). Monocular deprivation (MD) is a classical paradigm of experience-dependent plasticity that is highly effective during development and acts by depriving patterned vision through one eye. The resulting imbalance of the electrical activity driven by the two eyes triggers a cortical plastic response [ocular dominance plasticity (ODP)] that consists of anatomical and physiological modifications that eventually impair the animal’s behaviour by reducing visual acuity of the deprived eye and affecting stereoscopic vision. The most striking physiological effect of MD on visual cortical neurons is a shift in the ocular preference of the responses of binocular neurons in favour of the non-deprived eye (1). This is accompanied by
modifications of the spatial properties of the receptive field that, together with the decreased number of cells driven by the deprived eye, are thought to underlie the poor spatial vision of the deprived eye (2). An imbalance in binocular vision during childhood affects visual acuity also in humans leading to a pathological condition designated amblyopia or “lazy eye”.

2.1. Ocular dominance plasticity: synaptic mechanisms

The shift in ocular preference observed in the binocular zone of the primary visual cortex after MD has been originally thought to be the outcome of a process of activity-dependent competition between the synaptic terminals driven by the two eyes for connection with the postsynaptic neuron. Recent data suggest that, in agreement with the Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro (BCM) theory (3,4), the ocular dominance shift of visual cortical neurons is the result of two forms of synaptic plasticity involving the synaptic pathways driven by the two eyes separately: an initial depression of responsiveness to stimulation of the deprived eye followed by potentiation of responsiveness to stimulation of the non-deprived eye (5).

Several lines of evidence indicate that the loss of responsiveness to the deprived eye is the result of an active phenomenon of homosynaptic depression. Since long-term depression (LTD) is activity-dependent, it is suggested that the spontaneous activity coming from the deprived eye should contribute to the active depression of responsiveness to stimulation of that eye. Indeed, lid suturing is more effective in shifting the ocular preference towards the non-deprived eye than retinal silencing with intravitreal tetrodotoxin (6). In particular, retinal silencing prevents depression of responsiveness to the closed eye but enhances potentiation of responsiveness to the open eye (5). Moreover, brief MD at the peak of the critical period sets in motion the same phosphorylation pattern of glutamate receptor 1 (GluR1) subunit that occurs after LTD induction \textit{in vitro} and is accompanied by AMPA receptor internalization. Brief MD occluded further LTD, causally involving LTD-like mechanisms in the loss of responsiveness observed after MD (7). Since LTD occlusion and AMPA receptor modifications are not observed in adult animals subjected to MD, it was concluded that the capability to depress a deprived input is developmentally regulated. Other data are at odds with the view that MD effects during the CP are solely due to LTD-dependent potentiation remains relatively intact in the adult visual cortex, as shown by the fact potentiation of visually driven responses has been described \textit{in vivo} in the adult rodent visual cortex after tetanic stimulation of the visual thalamus (15). Of relevance, an experience- and NMDA-dependent form of synaptic potentiation has been described in the adult mouse visual cortex \textit{in vivo} (16).

Other lines of evidence suggest that synaptic potentiation of the synapses driven by the open eye are involved in ODP. First, alphaCaMKII activity is required for both long-term potentiation (LTP) \textit{in vitro} and ODP \textit{in vivo} (12,13). Second, one form of LTP (white matter-layer 2/3) in the visual cortex is developmentally regulated with a decline over time that mirrors that of the critical period. This decline of white matter-layer 2/3 LTP is delayed by DR and can be reinstated after critical period end by putting the antagonist of GABA-A receptors bicuculline in the recording pipette, in accordance with the view that the developmental maturation of inhibition is crucially involved in critical period closure. Other forms of NMDA-dependent LTP (layer 4- layer 2/3) are present in visual cortical slices of adult rat. This raised the hypothesis that the developmental maturation of an “inhibitory gate” in layer 4 could be responsible for the developmental decline of white matter-layer 2/3 LTP and of ODP \textit{in vivo} (14). Third, the capability of use-dependent potentiation remains relatively intact in the adult visual cortex, as shown by the fact potentiation of visually driven responses has been described \textit{in vivo} in the adult rodent visual cortex after tetanic stimulation of the visual thalamus (15). Of relevance, an experience- and NMDA-dependent form of synaptic potentiation has been described in the adult mouse visual cortex \textit{in vivo} (16).

The role of other forms of plasticity in ODP has begun to be investigated only recently: \textit{in vivo} calcium imaging recordings (17) and electrophysiological data in slices (18) indicate that visual deprivation also activates mechanisms of homeostatic plasticity that could participate to mediate the effects of MD. Recent studies have addressed the importance of the temporal order of pre- and postsynaptic spiking in eliciting long-term synaptic depression or potentiation (19). This form of synaptic plasticity has been designated spike-timing dependent synaptic plasticity (STDP) and has been shown to be involved in experience-dependent plasticity of sensory cortices (20,21). Its role in ODP, however, is still unexplored.

Several studies have proven that an optimal level of maturation of intracortical inhibitory networks is crucial in promoting plasticity of the visual cortex (8,22-25). Notwithstanding this, the mechanistic role of rearrangements of intracortical inhibition in the expression of ODP is still to be fully understood. Indeed, both depression of responsiveness to the deprived eye and potentiation of responsiveness to the open eye could in principle be explained by a potentiation or inhibition of the inhibitory transmission driven by the respective eyes. Single unit recordings in kittens showed that only a small portion of neurons changes the ocular preference after iontophoresis with GABA antagonists. Thus, it remains unknown if depression of responsiveness to the deprived eye observed during the CP is attributable to an increase of the inhibitory neurotransmission driven by the deprived eye (26).
3. DEVELOPMENTAL REGULATION OF AMBLYOPIC EFFECTS OF MONOCULAR DEPRIVATION

In all mammals tested so far a developmental decline of ODP has been described to accompany the functional maturation of the visual system. Classical experiments in monkeys and kittens have shown little or no effects of MD in adult animals. However the importance of transgenic animals for mechanistic studies has prompted an analysis of ODP and its CP in mice. Behavioral tests have shown that MD in adult mice does not induce amblyopia of the deprived eye, and that an eye made amblyopic by MD during the critical period does not recover its normal visual acuity if the deprived eye is reopened in the adult (27). In adult rats, behavioral studies have shown that MD does not affect visual acuity (28) Interestingly, experiments on rats have shown that MD causes a moderate increase of visual acuity in the non deprived eye (29). In mice, adult MD improves the spatial resolution of the optokinetic response selectively through the nondeprived eye in the monocular visual field. This improvement is prevented by the block or the removal of the visual cortex suggesting a permissive role for cortical activity in this form of plasticity (30).

Recent studies of cortical responses in adult mice reported significant shifts of ocular dominance as a consequence of MD during adulthood. This has been shown by visually evoked potentials recordings, intrinsic signals imaging, and using the activity reporter gene Arc (16,31,32). Some, but not all, laboratories have reported adult mouse ODP using extracellular unit recordings (8,31,33-36). The effects elicited by MD in the adult seems to be variable depending on the anesthesia used for recordings, on the type of imaging used (e.g. flavoprotein fluorescence signal vs. intrinsic signals) (31,37,38), and whether the ipsilateral or the contralateral projection is examined. Two differences between the adult and juvenile ODP observed in mice have to be stressed. First, the ODP shift measured in adult mice is smaller (38) and requires longer deprivation times to be observed as compared to juvenile animals. Second, most of the effect of MD in the adult seems to be due to potentiation of open eye responsiveness suggesting that a different mechanism could be involved in these forms of plasticity (16). A depression of responsiveness to the deprived eye after adult MD has also been described, but only for the ipsilateral pathway (31,32). Thus, like in the barrel cortex of rodents (39), the capability to depress unused synaptic pathways could be developmentally downregulated. Overall, the available data show that ODP is qualitatively different and quantitatively less compared to juvenile animals. Thus, despite these recent acquisitions, the potential for experience-dependent plasticity of the adult visual cortex seems to be maximal during development also in the mouse.

Interestingly, previous or ongoing experience seems to be another factor regulating adult ODP. For instance, the critical period is lengthened when animals never experience natural vision from birth [dark rearing (DR)]. On the other hand, a complete visual deprivation is able of reinstating ODP and to promote recovery form early MD effects even when performed in adult rats (40,41). Of relevance, recent data show that the potential for ODP during adulthood depend on the level of experience-dependent plasticity exhibited during the CP. A saturating shift of ocular preference during the CP is enough to leave adult mice susceptible to the effects of a brief MD episode that would have been otherwise ineffective in animals that never experienced ODP during the CP. This “priming” effect was eye-specific, showing that a prior plastic modification of a synaptic pathway during development leaves a permanent trace in the adult visual cortex and reinforces the potential for map cortical plasticity during adulthood (31). Finally, the plasticity levels of the adult visual cortex are also influenced by the modalities of rearing of animals. Indeed, amblyopic adult rats are able to recover electrophysiologically and behaviorally from amblyopia when the deprived eye is reopened and the formerly open eye is sutured (a procedure called reverse suture), if the animals are reared in enriched environment (42).

4. MOLECULAR CONTROL OF VISUAL CORTICAL PLASTICITY

What are the molecular mechanisms that trigger and eventually execute the plasticity program mediating experience-dependent plasticity of the visual cortex? Is there a difference between the mechanism at work during the CP and in adulthood? Starting from the initial experiments on neurotrophins and NMDA receptors, a flurry of studies have tried to answer these questions analyzing the role of different neurotransmitter systems, neurotrophic factors and intracellular signaling pathways in mediating the action of experience on plasticity of the visual cortex. These results have been already reviewed elsewhere and they will not be further discussed here (43-45). However, two new molecular mechanisms have recently emerged. First, it has been found that some important factors of the plasticity program are present in the extracellular environment (35,46-49). Second, it has been shown that there is a strong link between visual experience and control of gene transcription that comprises activation of transcription factors and post-translational modifications of histones (50).

4.1. Extracellular environment

Several experiments have indicated that the extracellular and pericellular microenvironment contains important regulators of visual cortical plasticity. First, genetic and pharmacological interference with the extracellular protease tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) has been shown to hinder the effects of MD during the CP indicating that extracellular proteolytic activity is necessary for ocular dominance plasticity in juvenile animals (51). This work extended the results of previous work showing that tPA was necessary for reverse suture plasticity in kittens (52). Further work indicated that the increase of tPA that occurs after MD is needed for structural plasticity of dendritic spines (49). The authors found that MD leads to a transient decrease of dendritic spine density, presumably due to retraction of terminals corresponding to the deprived eye followed by a regrowth of nondeprived eye terminals.
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These effects of MD did not occur in mice with genetic deletion of tPA. These data appeared simultaneously with evidence showing that tPA applied on the developing visual cortex increases dendritic spine dynamics (48). Summarizing this series of experiments it is clear that factors present in the extracellular environment need to be proteolytically removed for visual cortical plasticity to occur.

A second series of experiments have outlined the role of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans (CSPGs), a class of molecules representing a major component of brain extracellular matrix. The first evidence that extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules are present in the synaptic microenvironment came from studies that showed the presence of adhesion molecules in subsets of cerebellar and hippocampal synapses, and from work of Susan Hockfield documenting activity-dependent expression of CSPGs in lateral geniculate nucleus, visual cortex and spinal cord (53-55). In the adult brain most of the CSPGs condensate around the soma and dendrites of parvalbumin positive interneurons in a multimolecular, specialized form of ECM called perineuronal nets (PNNs). Further studies showed that the developmental increase of PNNs correlated with the end of the classical CP and that DR, a rearing condition that delays the end of CP, delays the formation of PNNs in the visual cortex (47). The inhibitory role of CSPGs on adult visual cortical plasticity was shown by inducing enzymatic degradation of CSPGs with chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) in the adult visual cortex of rats. CSPG removal resulted in CP-like plasticity in adult rats without modifying the main functional response properties of visual cortical neurons (47). This same treatment promoted a full recovery from the effects of a prolonged MD initiated during CP in adult rats on ocular dominance and on behaviorally and electrophysiologically measured visual acuity (46). Finally, an anatomical correlate of this recovery effect was found, as ChABC treatment coupled with reverse suture increased spine density on basal dendrites of layer 2/3 pyramids after long-term MD (46). Interestingly, the level of CSPGs can be also modulated in the adult by rearing protocols that promote adult plasticity. Indeed, environmental enrichment that facilitates recovery from amblyopia induced by long-term MD, also diminishes the number of visual cortical PNNs (42). The activity-dependent regulation of CSPGs by endogenous mechanisms suggest that CSPGs could not only be targets for treatments with exogenous factors aimed at increasing plasticity, but that their regulation could also be an intrinsic mechanism of control of cortical plasticity.

Finally, a third series of experiments have shown that mice with genetic deletion of the Nogo receptors do not show a closure of the critical period (35). Since Nogo receptor signaling is thought to be activated by myelin-derived Nogo, myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) and oligodendrocyte-myelin glycoprotein (OMgp), these experiments involve myelination in the mechanisms that could contribute to the cessation of the classical critical period. This finding could be exploited by analyzing whether inhibiting Nogo receptor in adult animals could induce CP-like plasticity.

4.2. Experience-dependent regulation of gene transcription and visual cortex plasticity

Long-term modifications of neural circuits is thought to require mechanisms that link neural activity with gene transcription. For instance, studies on the molecular mechanisms of learning and memory have shown that new protein synthesis and new mRNA transcription is required for long term consolidation of memories (56). These mechanisms are probably at work also in mediating the action of visual experience on the development of the visual cortex. Indeed, inhibition of the synthesis of new proteins inhibits the effects of MD on ocular dominance of visual cortical neurons (57), and many studies have shown dramatic changes in gene transcription in visual cortical neurons in response to visual stimulation or visual deprivation (58-62). Interestingly, this approach led to the demonstration that monocular deprivation (MD) increases the expression of IGF-1 binding protein and affects several genes in the IGF-1 pathway. The functional relevance of these findings was confirmed by the result that exogenous application of IGF-1 prevents the physiological effect of MD on ocular dominance (58) and by further studies demonstrating that IGF-1 mediates the effects of enriched environment on visual acuity development (63).

The analyses of visually regulated gene transcription showed that the ensemble of activated genes was specific for the different type of manipulation of visual experience, and for the age at which the deprivation was performed. For example, different sets of genes were activated by DR and MD, and while some genes were activated by MD at all ages, other genes were activated only when MD was performed during the critical period (61). The mechanisms by which modifications of visual experience are able to induce this selective regulation of gene transcription are central for molecular regulation of visual cortical plasticity. Signalling molecules such as alphaCaMKII, calcineurin, PKA and ERK are involved in experience-dependent gene expression and have been found to be necessary for ODP (11,43). In particular, the kinase ERK is strongly activated by visual experience both at the cell soma and at synaptic level (64,65). ERK action is necessary to mediate the effects of visual experience on the transcription of several genes (61) and its inhibition prevents synaptic plasticity as well as the effects of MD on ODP in the developing visual cortex (36,64,66,67). To regulate gene transcription, ERK should act on downstream molecules able to bind DNA and modify transcriptional activation of specific genes. Indeed, visual stimulation is also effective in inducing phosphorylation of the CREB kinase MSK, the transcription factor CREB, and CREB-mediated gene transcription as well (50). All these events were blocked by ERK inhibition. These data indicate a central role for CREB in mediating the action of visual experience. Further studies in which CREB activity was increased or decreased showed a corresponding increase or decrease in various forms of visual cortical plasticity (36,68,69).

Recent results suggest that activation of specific transcription factors like CREB is not the only mechanism...
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Figure 1. In the juvenile visual cortex (A) visual experience leads to activation of ERK and MSK that are followed by histone phosphoacetylation and CREB-mediated gene expression. In the adult (B), ERK and MSK are still activated by visual experience but downstream actions on CREB and histones are limited, resulting in downregulation of CREB-mediated gene transcription. ERK: extracellular regulated kinase, CREB: Calcium-responsive element binding protein, MSK: Mitogen and stress-activated kinase, CBP: CREB-binding protein, H3: histone H3, RSK: ribosomal S6 kinase, Ras: rat sarcoma protein, Rap1: Ras related p21 protein, NT: neurotrophins, trk: tyrosine kinase receptor, RasGRF: Ras guanine release factor, PKA: protein kinase A, AC: adenylate cyclase, B-raf: v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1, Raf-1: v-raf murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1.

mediating the action of visual experience on gene transcription. Molecular studies have shown that gene transcription requires not only activation of transcription factors, but also recruitment of other factors that stimulate or repress transcription (70). This epigenetic regulation of gene transcription could be due to the induction of dynamic changes in the organization of chromatin directing gene expression. For instance, histone acetylation in a region of active transcription is necessary for high levels of transcription (71,72) suggesting that acetylated histones participate to the activation of gene transcription. Histone acetylation can exert its effects on transcription either by physical remodeling of chromatin structure or by further recruitment of signaling complexes (73,74). Histones can undergo many different post-translational modifications in addition to acetylation, including methylation, phosphorylation and SUMOylation and it is thought that the combinatorial presence of different type of histone post-translational modifications on the upstream sequences of a given gene could regulate its transcriptional activity.

Recent work shows that neuronal cells are able to regulate these post-translational modifications of histones dynamically in response to cell electrical activity. Indeed, stimuli that reset the circadian rhythms induce phosphoacetylation of H3 in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (75), and acetylation of H3 and H4 during the transcriptional activation phase of the circadian rhythm has been described (76); histone phosphoacetylation in the striatum is involved in cocaine-induced neural and behavioral plasticity (77); and histone acetylation, together with DNA methylation, is involved in mediating the influence of postnatal environment on brain response to stress (78). Histone acetylation also controls transcription of genes required for consolidation of long-term memory and LTP (79,80).

Histone phosphoacetylation has been recently shown to be involved also in visual cortical plasticity (50). Indeed, these modifications are triggered in visual cortex of juvenile animals within minutes from visual stimulation. A mediator of the action of visual experience seems to be the kinase ERK because its block inhibits visually induced histone phosphoacetylation. The molecular mechanisms used by ERK to induce histone acetylation are still unclear, while its action on histone phosphorylation might be mediated by MSK. Intriguingly, visually induced phosphoacetylation seems to developmentally downregulated in correlation with the downregulation of plasticity occurring after the CP. In the adult mouse visual cortex, visual stimulation was able to induce ERK and MSK activation at levels comparable to those observed in juvenile animals, but induction of histone phosphoacetylation and CREB-mediated gene expression were much lower in adult than in juvenile animals (Figure 1). The mechanisms uncoupling experience-dependent ERK and MSK activation from histone phosphoacetylation and CREB-mediated gene expression in the adult visual cortex are still obscure, however they could be important in reducing ODP in the adult. Indeed, pharmacological increase of histone acetylation in adult mice by means of trichostatin was able to promote ODP in response to three days of MD, indicating that trichostatin reinstated CP-like
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ODP in the adult. The observation that agents that induce histone acetylation do not induce a generalized increase of transcription, but specifically activate a subset of genes (79,81,82), suggests that experience dependent regulation of histone acetylation could be a way to regulate specific sets of genes important to consolidate plastic changes. Increasing histone acetylation in the adult could reactivate the regulation of these transcripts resulting in increased ODP.

Pharmacological increase of histone acetylation is able to promote plasticity not only in the adult visual cortex, but also in other regions of the brain. This could be of practical relevance for the design of therapeutic strategies ameliorating the cognitive deficits present in neurodegenerative diseases or in genetic diseases displaying mental retardation. Indeed, treatments that increase histone acetylation are effective in rescuing learning and memory deficits in models of Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (83,84), and in a model of Alzheimer-like neurodegeneration caused by conditional expression of p25 (85).
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